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Additional Information
Conference Sponsor:

PEIAA Conference & Reunion Team:
Martin Propato PII-89 Reunion Manager
Mobile: +5491155242237
Skype: mpropato

Prof. Dr. Ir. Ton Backx
CEO of the Photonics Institute, Dean of the
Department of Electrical Engineering (TU/e,
2006-2015)
Ingrid de Kort
Alumni Relations & Communications advisor
Communicatie Expertise Centrum
Groene loper 10 (Matrix 1.06)
Postbus 513
5600 MB Eindhoven
T 040 247 4153 / 06 243 350 15
i.d.kort@tue.nl
www.tue.nl

Gloria Túquerres EII-92 Conference Manager
Skype: g.tuquerres.ceron
Rodolfo Gomes PII-87 Former PEIAA chairman
Mobile: +39 3498219382
Skype: rodolfo_gomes
Technical visits and local organization:
Alberto Dams: +5491156123568
Gabriel Pardi: +5491131692800
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Hotel Location

Amerian Buenos Aires Park Hotel
Reconquista 699
Buenos Aires - Argentina
+5411- 5171-6500 | info@amerian.com - www.amerian.com
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PEIAA Worldwide Conference Location 2016

Philips Argentina – Conference Room
N De Vedia 3892, Saavedra, Ciudad de Buenos Aires, Argentina
+54114546-7786 +54114546-7777
April 12th 2014, Buenos Aires - Argentina
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PEIAA worldwide conference 2016
PHILIPS Conference room
April 12th 2016, Buenos Aires – Argentina

Day 1: Conference Programme
Morning Sessions
9:00

Participants registration

9:30

Welcome by Rodolfo Gomes, former PEIAA Chairman

10:00 Opening Key Note Speech
Photonics topic to be defined – soon on PEIAA weblink
http://www.peiaa.com/nextmeeting2016.html
Prof. Dr. Ir. Ton Backx, CEO of the Photonics Institute, TU/e, Dean of the
Department of Electrical Engineering (2006-2015), The Netherlands.
10:30 ”The Professional and the Academic Engineer”
Prof. Miguel Arjona Ramírez – PII-81, Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil
11.00 Coffee Break
11:30 ”30 years of Evolution of the Communications Industry, are the
“Telcos” going to disappear?”
Martín Propato – PII - 89, Director for South Latin America, Spain and
Portugal, APEX Voice Communications, Argentine
12:00 ”An Innovation path: from my PII days down to sunny Spain”
Pierre Yves Plaza Ton – PII-86, Senior Specialist - IoT, TELEFONICA,
Spain
12:30 Lunch
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Afternoon Sessions
14:00 “The analog integration race that helped fuel the wireless revolution,
as seen by a designer in the midst of it in the 2000’s”
Gabriel Gomez – PII-87, Texas Instruments, Inc., Dallas, TX, USA – via
skype
14:30 ”Lighting Trends and LED lighting”
Guillermo Pasina, Architect, Lighting Designer and LIAs Philips Manager,
Philips, Argentine
15:00 Coffee break
15:30 ”Merging and Acquisitions: company transformations and impact on
personal behaviour”
Rodolfo Gomes – PII-87, Senior FAE, NXP Semiconductors, Italy
16:00 PEIAA invites Dutch Embassy members to hold a speech
Martin De La Beij – Dutch Ambassador in Buenos Aires, Argentina
16:15 ”The Holland Alumni network- Linking knowledge worldwide”
Ana María Rey Martinez, Communications Advisor/Regional Liaison Officer
Latin America, EP-Nuffic | Education Promotion Department – The Hague –
The Netherlands.
16:45 ”Asociación de ex Becarios Argentinos en Holanda”
Diana, Gabriel Pardi, President of ACANEB, Argentina
17:00 Panel brainstorming: “Present and Future of PEIAA”, lead by M. Propato
Proposals for after-PEIAA reunion 2016; choice of next location reunion,
invitation to PEIAA volunteers to organize it in 2018 and conclusions
18:00 Closing the conference – Group Photo
18:30 Conference Delegates and partners are invited to join dinner + show at “El
Querandi - Tangueria”, Peru 322. CABA. Tel +54-(011)51991770
http://querandi.com.ar/
21:30 End of Day 1
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Abstracts and Professional Profile of Speakers
Morning Sessions
Opening & Key Note Speech
“Integrated Photonics technology evolution”
Prof. Dr. Ir. Ton Backx, CEO of the new Photonics Institute, Dean of the Department of
Electrical Engineering (2006-2015) – TU/e Eindhoven – The Netherlands (via videochat)
Abstract: The past decades the research on integrated photonics has resulted in
technology that is ready to be applied for the development of Photonic Integrated
Circuits (PIC’s). Similar to microelectronic integrated circuits these different chips can be
designed for specific functionalities.
The major difference between microelectronic ICs and PICs is the information carrier
applied. In microelectronics electrons are the working horses. In photonic circuits
photons are used as carriers of information. Photons are much faster than electrons.
Electrons can be manipulated using electromagnetic fields. Photons are more difficult to
be manipulated though. Photonic materials predominantly are materials that have high
optical density, are transparent for the photon wavelength and preferably enable
amplification of photon streams. Indium Phosphide and Gallium Arsenide are examples
of such semiconducting materials.
Similar to the widely applied CMOS technology PICs can be made using three standard
devices: laser (active component), polarizer and phase shifter. These three devices
enable design of circuits similar to functionalities that can be realized using three basic
components in electronic circuits: (CMOS) transistor, resistor and capacitor.
The exponential growth in data traffic to be processed by datacenters meets constraints
in near future related to limited capabilities of CMOS technology. The constraints faced
are related to the power needed per bit processed in relation to the switching frequency
applied. In 2015 data centers already required 3% of total electrical power generated
globally. This energy demand grows with the data traffic growth factor 1.8/year. PICs
can be applied to build systems that operate at much lower power per processed bit.
Furthermore active photonic circuits do not encounter the frequency limit of CMOS
transistors of approximately 350GHz. Photonics based systems consequently will be the
appropriate technology to support the processing of the growing data traffic at orders of
magnitude lower power requirements. This technology can comply with the evolution of
the data traffic growth needs in the next decades.
PICs can in addition enable disruptive solutions for sensor applications in e.g.
healthcare, trucks and cars, processing industries, high tech industries and many
others.
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The presentation will discuss these developments and the activities initiated to enable
global introduction of the PIC technology and photonic integrated systems to the market.
Professional Profile: Ton Backx is CEO of the Photonics Institute of the TU/e since
January 2016. He has been Dean of the Department of Electrical Engineering of
Eindhoven University of Technology between 2006 and 2015. He is also part-time
professor at Eindhoven University of Technology in the Control Systems group since
1990. Ton Backx is specialized in the field of process identification, model based
process control and model reduction and its applications to a wide range of processes in
hydrocarbons processing, chemical processing, glass manufacturing and steel
production. He was one of the founders and former CEO of IPCOS, a company
specialized in the field of high performance model predictive control and process
optimization.
For the past two decades, Ton has had senior management positions within Setpoint,
AspenTech, IPCOS and Eindhoven University of Technology. He also has worked as
principal consultant for Hydrocarbon Processing Industries, Chemical Processing
Industries and Glass Industries doing process performance improvement studies and
supervising model based control and optimization projects. He has initiated, supervised
and been involved in several major European research projects in the field of process
modeling, model based process control and model reduction– among others IMPACT,
INCOOP, POLYPROMS, SINC-PRO, PROMATCH, CRYPTO.

”The Professional and the Academic Engineer”
Prof. Miguel Arjona Ramírez – PII - 81, Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil
Abstract: This talk touches upon some issues that confront an Electrical Engineer along
his career and even while a student or after becoming a student again. Also Engineering
Schools face pressure to update their curricula and in some cases, in turn, they compel
industry and their own graduates to update practices. The importance of technical
writing and the changing roles of technology standards in the practice of Engineering
are addressed. Some issues are related to my experience as a former PII student, my
experience as a development engineer and as an Engineering professor. Most points
are open issues intended to elicit further contributions from the audience.
Professional Profile: Miguel Arjona Ramírez is Associate Professor at Escola
Politécnica, University of São Paulo, where he is a member of the Signal Processing
Laboratory. He received the Electronics Engineer degree from Instituto Tecnológico de
Aeronáutica, Brazil, and the M.S., the Dr. and the Habilitation (Livre-Docência) degrees
in Electrical Engineering from University of São Paulo, Brazil, in 1992, 1997 and 2006,
respectively, and the Electronic Design Eng. degree from Philips International Institute,
The Netherlands, in 1981. In 2008 he carried post-doctoral research in time-frequency
speech analysis and coding at the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm, Sweden.
He has been Group Leader of the Engineering Development team at Interactive Voice
Response Systems (IVRs) for Itautec Informática, Brazil between 1982 and 1990. He is
a Senior Member of the IEEE since 2000 and a Member of the Brazilian
Telecommunications Society (SBrT). He coordinates research projects on audio and
speech processing and his research interests include signal compression, speech
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analysis, coding and recognition, and audio analysis and coding.
”30 years of Evolution of the Communications Industry, are the “Telcos” going to
disappear?”
Martín Propato – PII - 89, Director for South Latin America, Spain and Portugal, APEX
Voice Communications, Argentine
Abstract: The presentation will focus over the last 30 years of the communication
industry. During this period, the telecom has experienced profound changes. A look at
the main driving forces that have provoked them, will be discussed. A personal view of
the next step of this industry will conclude the talk.
Professional Profile: Since 2002, Mr. Propato has been the Sales Director - South
America, Spain & Portugal by APEX Voice Communications, Buenos Aires, Argentina.
He is a Senior Executive with broad experience in Sales, Marketing, Project
Management and Development in the Information and Communications industry. Expert
in international business practices in Latin America Spain and Portugal. Mr. Propato is
an expert in the Communications industry with more than 25 years of experience. Martin
is a Sales Director for APEX Voice Communications and has worked in the past in
leading companies among them: Intel Corporation, Dialogic Corporation, Telefónica and
NEC.
Mr. Propato is un electronic engineer from the University of Buenos Aires, Argentina
with a Master of Electronic Engineering from Philips International Institute, Eindhoven,
the Netherlands, and Master of Business Administration from Purdue University, USA.
The core of this competencies include: International Business, Business Development,
Market Analysis, Alliance Building, Marketing, Team Management, P&L, Project
Management and Business Ethics.
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”An Innovation path: from my PII days down to sunny Spain”
Pierre Yves Plaza Ton – PII-86 Senior Specialist - IoT, TELEFONICA, Spain

Promotion PII 1986-87

Abstract: It is the first time in my professional career that I have the opportunity to talk
not only about work and business. Here I will be able to express how an engineering
work experience can be filled with personal moments and inspiration. The latter is key to
enjoy what you do and deliver the results that are expected from you.
A quality innovation work cannot be detached from passion on what you do,
disappointments and up-new starts are part of a long journey. For those who have had
for a long time the opportunity to innovate in various fields like me, we know the
excitement to discover that your engineering capability is strongly linked to your capacity
to adjust to new methodologies, to new human groups that at the end are the most
precious ingredients of a successful career. You have to find your strengths and
weaknesses in order to contribute to the work you do in the best way. Fine tuning of the
group capacities is key for any organization.
Normal Human behaviour and instincts have never to be forgotten whenever you want
to establish a work methodology within a Company organization, otherwise you will be
obliging people to go against their nature, normally delivering poor results.
Nowadays there are so many tools at our disposal that represent an opportunity and a
threat to our productivity. We spend so much time in looking to other’s messages or
work that at the end we loose precious time for our own creativity. We forget that when
sharing our ideas live with a group of people we can learn much more about the
direction to take and how well a solution is adequate.
I will discuss briefly about the different subjects that I have touched during all these
years: CD Audio processing, Video processing for TV, IC design for Telecom, Payphone
design, Digital Home and the “Internet of Things”. And how in all these years,
methodologies and human behaviour have been transformed.
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Professional Profile: Mr. Plaza studied his Bachelor’s degree at the University
Iberoamericana in Electronical Engineering in Mexico City. He has got a Master in
Electrical Engineering from the Philips International Institute in Eindhoven, The
Netherlands.
He has worked in research and development for Ericsson USA, Philips Netherlands and
Telefonica Spain. His main activities are in the filed of Micro-electronics focusing on
software design and recently service/concept design. Since 2000 he has been in charge
of Future Digital Home Division at Telefonica Research, drawing the future of the
broadband services for the residential users. He has been the coordinator of several
European/International research projects.
In 2011 he was business developer for research activities in Telefonica R&D and in
2012 he joined the GLOBAL M2M division of Telefonica Digital. In the time being, his
activities are related to the Chief Commercial Didital Office (CCDO) of Telefonica. His
position is Senior Alliances & New Businesses Specialist in IOT, representing Telefonica
at the Connected Living Programme Execution Team of the GSM Association.
“The analog integration race that helped fuel the wireless revolution, as seen by a
designer in the midst of it in the 2000’s”
Gabriel Gomez – PII-87, Texas Instruments, Inc., Dallas, TX, USA
Abstract: Before 2000, most experts thought that integrating high performance analog
circuits together with high performance digital systems in state of the art CMOS deep
sub-micron processes was a bad idea. In our company a few people thought that with
the right methodology and the right people, this was a solvable problem. I was part of a
small team that designed data converters in 150 and 130nm CMOS and integrated them
with digital noise generators as a proof of concept.
After a few test chips, we managed to convince the largest handheld wireless
manufacturers at the time that analog integration in digital submicron processes was the
way to go for their base-band systems. Over the next few years, with full support from
our management and our large customers, we built a world-wide analog & mixed-signal
design team that went form 4 people to more than 300 in almost no time, while selling a
few billion SoC (System on a Chip) IC’s that went into about 70% of all cell phones sold
up to 2010.
At the same time we showcased our designs in tens of papers in the most prestigious
EE conferences and journals, while producing in excess of 200 (mixed-signal
integration) related patents to protect our intellectual property. One of our first papers in
the 2002 ISSCC showcased a sigma-delta ADC that was benchmarked by a competitor
as the best integrated ADC in the world at the time.
With our work and that of others, there was a paradigm shift, and the race to integrate
analog and RF circuitry into deep-submicron digital systems started. This race
continued for a few years at breakneck speeds, resulting in our team integrating more
than 20 billion analog modules in billions of parts in 90, 65 and 45nm processes.
As we moved into the 45nm process, the profit margins started shrinking and our
company decided to change direction. So, the same way that we got in, we got out of
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the base-band wireless business in almost no time: our company moved from being the
recognized world-wide leader in wireless IC design, to become the world leader on
analog and embedded processing design.
But the Wireless baseband integration legacy continued to be pursued by companies
like Qualcomm and MediaTek, which continue integrating analog modules in CMOS
digital processes as advanced as 10nm and below… and the race goes on, with no end
in sight.
Professional Profile: Master of Science in EE, Wright State University, OH, USA. PhD
studies, Texas A&M University, TX, USA. At Texas Instruments since 1995. Elected as
a Distinguished Member of the Technical Staff (DMTS). Currently working as MCU
Analog Design Branch Manager.
”Lighting Trends and LED lighting”
Guillermo Pasina, Architect, Lighting Designer and LIAs Philips Manager, Philips,
Argentine
Abstract: soon on PEIAA weblink http://www.peiaa.com/nextmeeting2016.html
Professional Profile: soon on PEIAA weblink
http://www.peiaa.com/nextmeeting2016.html
“Merging and Acquisitions: company transformations and impact on personal
behaviour”
Rodolfo Gomes PII-87 – NXP Semiconductors Netherlands Branch Office, Italy.
Abstract: Engineers are often witnessing company reorganization changes: spin-offs
emerge from corporate giant companies in the past; sometimes two competitors decide
to merge in one more synergic reality. On the other hand, if we move away one from
Cartesian reference axis of finance health to the individual point of view, can we still find
a healthy situation? Group-identity, self-adaptation and personal resilience are crucial
shaping factors of modern engineer professional behaviour. “Survival of the fittest” or
“survival of most financially convenient”, this is the question.
Professional Profile: Rodolfo Veltri Gomes has graduated at ITA in Brazil, in 1986, got
his masters’ degree at Philips International Institute in 1988, and his Italian Laurea at
Università di Roma II Tor Vergata, in 1995. Since then, he was involved in the design
and development of different RF technologies: ECM defense radar systems,
broadcasting systems, bluetooth, wifi & power line communication, as well as RF
amplifiers in MRI scanners. In January 2005, he joined NXP Semiconductors Sales
office in Italy (former Philips Semiconductors), and since then he has been involved in
RFID & NFC support and business development for several market sectors in
Mediterranean area: contactless secure payments, retail transactions and Automatic
fare collection in transportation. He is senior support engineer at NXP Italian team and
coordinates activities of Mobility improvement in transport by deployment of Fare
collection systems as well as creation of RFID ecosystems in Europe.
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”The Holland Alumni network - Linking knowledge worldwide”
Ana María Rey Martinez - Communications Advisor/Regional Liaison Officer Latin
America - EP-Nuffic | Education Promotion Department - The Hague - The Netherlands.
Abstract: This presentation is about the Holland Alumni network, one of EP-Nuffic’s
(the expertise and service centre for internationalisation of Dutch education) main
programs and pillars. In 2010, the Holland Alumni network was created as a global
community of advocates and ambassadors for the Netherlands. EP-Nuffic currently
manages this network, which comprises more than 56.000 members, and offers a
central platform to support alumni in exchanging knowledge and forming new networks
worldwide. The presentation will highlight the main objectives, services, activities and
added value of this network.
Professional profile: Ana María Rey is a Colombian national and a Holland Alumni
herself. She holds B.A. in Social Anthropology from College of the Atlantic, Maine, US
and a MA in Development and Public Policy from ISS-Erasmus and CEU. She has over
nine years of field, international, and study experience in the area of social
development, working directly with local communities in more than six countries. She
has built a professional career that fuses the world of research, public policy analysis,
and project management, particularly on issues related to rural development, postconflict transformation, and education. She has been working at EP-Nuffic for almost 3
years.

”Asociación de ex Becarios Argentinos en Holanda”
Gabriel Pardi, President of ACANEB, Argentina.

PEIAA invites Dutch Embassy members to hold a speech
Martin De La Beij – Dutch Ambassador in Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Title and Abstract: soon on PEIAA weblink
http://www.peiaa.com/nextmeeting2016.html
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Day 2: PEIAA TECHNICAL VISITS - Wednesday April 13th 2016
VISIT TO ATUCHA NUCLEAR POWER PLANT: 09:00 – 12:00
07:00: Meeting at Hotel Amerian reception after breakfast
07:15: Departure by Bus to ATUCHA
09:00: Starting of visit

Address: Lima, Buenos Aires Province, Argentina
www.na-sa.com.ar
Phone: +54 3487 48-0677
12:00 – 14:00: Lunch at Restaurant to be defined

VISIT TO ANOTHER LOCATION: 14:00 – 18:00
14:00: Departure by Bus: location to be defined
18:00: End of technical visit day, visitors will be brought back to Hotel Amerian
20:00 Farewell Dinner at Restaurant to be defined
23:00 End of Day 2
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List of PEIAA Reunion participants (not all will take part on Technical visits)
Salutation
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr.
Mr
MEE
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Name
Cho Lun
Javier
Luis Martin
Marcos
Miguel
Pierre Yves
Ricardo
Rodolfo Veltri
Carlos F.
Theofilo
Luis
Julio Gil
Roberto R.
Mario
Ricardo
Raul
Juan Carlos
Alberto
Juan
Francisco Raul
Gabriel

Surname
Wong
Aprea
Propato
Magalhaes
Arjona Ramírez
Plaza Tron
Hadis
Gomes
Oyarzun Hanke
Ancheta
Wald
Simoes Freire
Rossi
Tarjan
Ozino Caligaris
Femenia
Ferraris
Dams
Martony
Femenia
Pardi

Nation
Hong Kong
Brazil
Argentina
Brazil
Brazil
Spain
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
USA
Argentina
Brazil
Argentina
USA
Argentina
USA
Argentina
Argentina
Uruguay
Argentina
Argentina

SECURITY RECOMMENDATIONS DURING TECHNICAL VISITS
During visit to governmental institutions due to safety regulations, consider:
- it is mandatory to bring your own passport or suitable ID document. Do the same
also in case you bring your partner/companion;
- it is forbidden to taking pictures. Often it is also forbidden to enter with camcorders,
cameras, recorders, laptops, flash drives, CDs, or any other device that can capture
sound, images or company information.
- participating to group photos. If permitted by host company, organizers will take a
group picture at the end of technical visit.
For any other information, refer to:
Martin Propato (mobile):
Rodolfo Gomes (mobile):
Alberto Dams (mobile):
Gabriel Pardi (mobile):

+5491155242237
+39 349 8219382
+5491156123568
+5491131692800
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